Public in spatial planning supported by information and communication technology

**PUBinPLAN**

Concept of a digital communication platform to increase the citizens’ interest in spatial planning
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Interest and participation in spatial planning processes
THE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF EVERYDAY LIFE IS PROGRESSING
PARTICIPATORY PARADOX

- Possibility to influence
- Citizens’ interest

Idea | Planning | Decision | Realization
Idealized course of participation according to PORTZ et al. (2013, 24, modified)
Solution for the participation paradox
citizen and public
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Features of a geo-based participation platform
11 eingereichte Meldungen
0 laufende Projekte
1 abgeschlossenes Projekt
25 registrierte Nutzer
PUBinPLAN gives **Citizens** a voice

PUBinPLAN lets you **participate**
PUBinPLAN makes your projects more transparent

Map view on Open Street Map with editing and commenting functions

Project information with project progress and milestones
PUBinPLAN visualizes your visions
First results
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